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Contents
• Purpose of PPT is to point readers who are interested in the vaccine
to relevant data sources which we have collated here.
• The wording is careful here, given the desire of Neil Basu and others
to repress sensible debate. In most cases there are direct quotes
from external sources.
• Section headings:
• The Government got COVID-19 wrong from day 1.
• Enormous wastage to date.
• The Pfizer vaccine + and -.
• Conclusions
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The Government got this wrong
• This conclusion is not 20-20 hindsight,
right from the beginning it was clear
that Ferguson’s model was wrong.
Even as non-epidemiologists we
understood that (see tweet).
• That initial over-estimate has created
panic which drove all other
catastrophic policy responses.
• Panic and fear were and are still being
used as tools to control the population
(SPI-B).
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Mechanical ventilators purchases based on model
• This shows how well the model predicted the severity and trajectory of the
virus – 30,000 mechanical ventilators purchased based on model.
35,000

Mechanical ventilators available to NHS (UK) versus actual mechanical ventilator beds
occupied (England only)
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Estimate of ventilators available taken from NAO report - how government increased number of ventilators.
Data on patients in England on mechanical ventilation taken from https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/details/healthcare
www.thinkingslow.org
(c) All rights reserved
@Thinkingslow1
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Vaccine candidates – we focus on Pfizer
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The risks to you – expressed in days*
• From Tweet from David Spiegelhalter.
• Risk of dying from COVID during peak of
first wave was equivalent to 0-40 days of
normal everyday risk. Highly age
dependent.

• If you take vaccine at 25-34 you will
theoretically “save” 11 days of normal
life risk (calculated during peak 16
weeks).
• Gov reportedly bought 250 – 350 million
shots of vaccine.

* See definition
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The key thing is what the vaccine doesn’t do
• A rough summary is that two groups were split into 22,000 each – the
group without the vaccine ended up with 162 infected – the second
group with the vaccine ended up with 8 infected.
• Again necessary to think about numbers = net benefit for 154 people
(95% versus do nothing) from 22 thousand vaccination – those 22
thousand had to take a new type of vaccine stored at -70 C to achieve
that outcome with associated risks.
• What the trial did NOT establish is;
1. Whether the vaccine stops transmission, OR
2. Whether it prevents severe symptoms leading to hospitalisation/ICU
(assumption is yes)
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Potential drawbacks and Precautions for Use
• Since this is very sensitive subject, will only refer to two external sources (read
yourselves);
• One is the Government’s official “Reg 174 Information for UK Healthcare
Professionals”, and
• A petition by Dr Wolfgang Wodarg and Dr Michael Yeadon seeking to stop
Stage III trials in Europe until various approaches to the research are changed
(notably use of PCR).

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/941452/Information_fo
r_healthcare_professionals.pdf
https://2020news.de/wpcontent/uploads/2020/12/Wodarg_Yeadon_EMA_Petition_Pfizer_Trial_FINAL_01DEC2020_EN_unsigned_with_Exhibits.pdf
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Compulsion
• Despite the outstanding questions
both in the UK and US there is a lot
of talk of compulsion, or relative
discrimination.
• Text shows Government wording
around vaccination compulsion
using word “however”.

• New York State Bar Association
similarly wants to allow public
health authorities to be able to
compel people to take vaccine when
“necessary”.
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Totalitarian regime
• The moves to compel us to take a vaccine are part of broader trend
towards a totalitarian state. The individual cannot be allowed to
weigh up potential benefits (11 days of life risk) versus the warnings
in UK Reg 174 information document.
• People who don’t know my circumstances will decide - generally they
are same people who have so far gotten everything wrong about the
virus and associated policy response.
• There will be a debate in Parliament on discrimination against those
who have not taken vaccine in December and we will post Word doc
on site as a template letter to MP in case anyone wants to use it.
• We encourage you to read the links for yourselves.
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Professor Levitt showing IC model of
510,000 not realistic and 60,000 better
approximation
BMJ article – showing candidates and trial
design limitations

https://www.dropbox.com/s/35el2dfdgdi46on/5.a.%20How%20accurate%20a
re%20the%20number%20of%20UK%20and%20US%20Deaths%20Predicted%2
0by%20Ferguson%20et%20al%202020_by_Michael_Levitt-v2.pdf?dl=0
https://www.bmj.com/content/bmj/371/bmj.m4037.full.pdf

Pfizer announcement of stage 3

https://www.pfizer.com/news/press-release/press-release-detail/pfizer-andbiontech-conclude-phase-3-study-covid-19-vaccine

Good article Forbes – trials designed to
succeed

https://www.forbes.com/sites/williamhaseltine/2020/09/23/covid-19vaccine-protocols-reveal-that-trials-are-designed-tosucceed/?sh=647769e45247

Days of risk

Number of Covid deaths for a given age category, total number of deaths – Covid deaths = non Covid deaths. Days of risk
from exposure to Covid = time period in days in which deaths took place * Covid deaths/Non Covid deaths = a number of
days of risk/
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Other interesting material on our site
• How Twitter is censoring your replies, right now.
• The Great Reset, how a very diverse range of interest groups are
willing to cooperate around the shared goal of reducing liberty and
destroying large parts of economy (leisure travel, bricks and mortar
retail, red meat and other areas).
• Video “Everything that has happened was meant to happen” – how
there may be some method to the policy response madness.
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